LUNCH-MENU

SANDWICHES
(AUTUMN ONLY) LAMB SALAMI FROM DÖNARDALEN & BRIE GREEN SALAD, CUCUMBER

KAJS HERRING AND EGG GREEN SALAD, RED ONION

EBBESSION’S BRIE AND PEPPER CUCUMBER, GREEN SALAD

EBBESSION’S BLUE CHEESE PEAR, WALNUTS, MARMELADE, GREEN SALAD

SKOTTORPS SLOTT’S CHEESE GREEN SALAD, CUCUMBER

(SUMMER ONLY) RÖDKULLAS ROSTBIFF POTATO SALAD, CARAMELIZED RED ONIONS

AVOCADO & MOJO MAYONNAISE, RED ONIONS, TOMATO, OLIVE, GREEN SALAD

HEBERLEIN’S HAM SELERI-REMOLUADE, PEPPER, GURKA, OLIV

TOMATO, MOZZARELLA & PESTO OLIV, DRIED TOMATO

TOREKOV’S LÄTRÖKTA CHICKEN MIMOSA SALAD, TOMATO

LAX BAGEL CREAM CHEESE, HORSERADISH, CUCUMBER, RED ONION

KIDS MENU CHEESE AND HAM BOTH OR ONE

SALADS (POSSIBILITY TO GET BREAD WITH BUTTER)
BLUE CHEESE OR ROSTBIFF OR AVOKADO OR TOMATO MOZZARELLA & PESTO OR CHICKEN

BÄCKDALENS CHEESEPLATE
3 CHEESE A LA EBBESSION’S BREAD, GI-KEX, MARMELADE, OLIVE, GREEN SALAD, DRIED TOMATO, WALNUTS
YOU WILL FIND PICTURES OF OUR FOOD ON THE FOLLOWING SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS

Follow us on INSTAGRAM
@BACKDALEN

Like us on FACEBOOK
@BÄCKDALENS HANDELSTRÄDGÅRD

For more information about us and our events visit
WWW.BASILIKA.NU